Though these methods improved the situation, they still remained unsuccessful in providing a generalized rule for
extracting the exact number of classes from an image [10] [11].
This paper addresses the issue of determining the exact number of clusters. The obtained number of clusters is used
as an input for the subsequent segmentation process. It effectively controls the variations which are normally
caused by guessing the number of clusters. The following section describes the proposed model.
2 Proposed Model. The proposed model consists of two main parts. One deals with the automatic extraction of
exact number of clusters from a given image, whereas, the other deals with the modeling of data followed by it
classification into constituent classes. Both of these parts are discussed in the following sections.
Extracting the exact number of clusters. The proposed method automatically detects the exact number of clusters
in a given image. It achieves this by considering all grey values in the given image and holds that all of them are
fundamentally essential for drawing exact information from an image. Pixels with same intensity value are counted
and are grouped together in distinct sets. One distinct cluster is allotted to one distinct set of grey value. The
overall number of constituent classes is decided by counting the number of sets formed by grouping the observed
grey values. The pseudocode given below describes the approach for reliably establishing the number of
clusters[12]:
forgLevel=0:1:255
imghist(gLevel+1)=0;
for i=1:1:col
for j=1:1:row
if (x(j,i)== gLevel)
imghist(gLevel+1)= imghist(gLevel+1)+1;
end
end
end
end
Generally a gray scale image contains gray values ranging from 0-255. It is not necessary that every single image
contains all gray values. Some of the gray values may be missing. Knowledge about exact number of missing and
available grey values significantly contribute in deciding about the exact number of clusters.This knowledge is
obtained by using the following pseudocode [13].
y=find(imghist==0);
clusterNumb= size(imghist,2)-size(y,2)
fori=1:size(y,2)
h = vline(y(i),'r');
plot(h)
end
The above mentioned pseudocode plots intensity profiles of the given image as shown in Fig. 1. These profiles
produce ‘0’ values against those gray values which are missing. The missing gray values are indicated by putting
vertical red line. By the end of the process, the total number of these red lines is counted and is subtracted from the
total number of gray values which are not ‘0’. This mutual difference establishes the exact number into which the
given image should be clustered. From the intensity profiles shown in Fig.1/a and Fig.1/b, this is clear that majority
of the images are missing some of the gray values except the ‘cameraman’ image. Therefore, the ‘cameraman’
image is required to be clustered by considering 255 clusters. The immediate advantage of this approach is that, on
one hand, it introduces desired level of accuracy and, on the other hand, it effectively controls the issues of overclustering and under-clustering.
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Fig. 1/b: Representation of Observed and Missing Grey Values
Adaptive Finite Gaussian Mixture Model (AFGMM). This is the second stage of the proposed method. It makes
use of conventional Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for clustering the given image. In the present case, the GMM
is both adaptive and finite. It is finite because it works with limited number of clusters and it is adaptive becuase
the number of clusters which is one of the fundamental input is neither fixed nor randomized. This input is
dynamically computed by looking into the composition of image. With the inclusion of these features, the proposed
model is known as Adaptive Finite Gaussian Mixture Model (AFGMM). The model follows Gaussian distribution
of data and works with an assumption that the underlying data is independent and is identically distributed. On top
of it, the model is known for capturing higher level of details. Statistically, the model is simple and is characterized
by three important elements, i.e. mean, variance and the mixing weights.
Mean ( ) is the average value of the given data, variance (
is the spread of a data element from its
mean position and mixing weight (
) is the prior knowledge with which a particular data element is
associated with a particular cluster. Collectively, all these three components are known as parameters of the model.
Therefore, with this information, AFGMM can formally be described by supposing that
are
data elements with their initial parameters represented by
,
,
. The probability density function
of the model is defined as [14]:
(1)
Equation (1) represents the model as linear combination of mixtures of Guassians. This mixture is also known as
probability density function (PDF). This is a constrained model which works under the influence of constraint
shown in (2).

(2)
Initially, the parameters of the model are randomized, and in latter iterations they are regularly updated. For
updating them,expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is used. According to this algorithm, at time‘t’, the model
computes the expected (probabilistic) value by using the following (3):
(3)
This probabilistic value is obtained by dividing the PDF of the observed data value with the sum of PDFs of all
remaining clusters. In subsequent iteration, i.e. at ‘t+1’, the model parameters of AFGMM are updated by using the
following update (4-6):
(4)
(5)

(6)
After the updation of model parameters, EM aims to maximize log likelihood function for estimating the GMM’s
parameters. It achieves this with the help of following (7):

(7)
This covers basic explanation of the proposed idea. Additionally, it may be noted that modern imaging devices
produce high resolution images [15]. These images carry higher level of details as a result of which they are larger
in size. Consequently, these images demand large memory space and larger processing time. Though the quality of
data and the level of information these images are holding forces us to accommodate these requirements, but
practically this is unrealistic to have unlimited memory space and time. To deal with this situation, generally the
acquired data is compressed. Compression phenomenon primarily aims to maintain visual quality of the data and
drops some of the data elements which are believed to have insignificant impact over the entire data. By dropping
certain part of the data, the overall data size gets reduced. This reduction creates more space for storing new
incoming data, makes transmission of the data easy and reduces the processing time.
Performance of AFGMM. The performance of the proposed model was evaluated by looking into the values of
mean square error (MSE) and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). A lower possible value of MSE and highest
possible value of PSNR is desired. Both of these performance measuring values were computed by using Equations
(8) and (9) respectively. The trend of the results indicated that with increased number of clusters the accuracy
gradually increases [21].
(8)
(9)
Where
determines the number of rows and columns, represents the input image,
location of a specific pixel, and
represents the segmented image.

represent the

3 Results. Table 1 describes clustering results obtained by AFGMM. Standard images were used to investigate the
performance of proposed AFGMM. From these results, it can be extracted that ideally the images of Lena, Barbara,
Baboon, Cameraman and Einstein should be clustered by having clusters equal to 240, 222, 202, 255 and 200,
respectively. This cluster number was dynamically produced on the basis of gray values found in the image. A
higher degree of accuracy was found when clustering procedure was carried out on the basis of this dynamically
obtained number of clusters, whereas, it influences MSE and PSNR when some different cluster number is used.

Fig 2: Showing Images to be Clustered, Desired Number of Clusters, MSE and PSNR of Clustered Image

4 Conclusion. Precise image clustering is a challenging issue [18-20]. A higher level of precision can be
maintained by knowing the exact number of clusters in the data under investigation. This number can be obtained
either through domain expert or by using computer. Manual extraction of this number is found to be unrealistic
mainly because of huge volume and/or variations in the data under investigation. Therefore, an alternate approach,
i.e. computer based investigation is frequently relied upon. A wide range of research was conducted to optimize the

process for extracting the exact number of clusters. This research resulted in introducing some state-of-the-art
methods to achieve the desired objectives but the question of having a generalized rule for extracting the exact
number of clusters remains unanswered. The present study attempts to address this question and proposes a method
AFGMM. The distinguishing feature of the proposed method is that it dynamically adapts itself according to the
contents of the data and decides about the exact number of clusters. The extracted number of clusters is used as an
input for GMM to model the given data. The parameters of GMM were updated by using EM algorithm. The initial
results obtained by the proposed model were appreciative.
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